Identification of functional segments within the beta2I-domain of integrin alphaMbeta2.
The alpha(M)beta(2) integrin plays an important role in leukocyte biology through its interactions with a diverse set of ligands. Efficient ligand binding requires the involvement of both the alpha(M) and beta(2) subunits. Past ligand binding studies have focused mainly on the alpha(M) subunit, with the beta(2) subunit being largely unexplored. Therefore, in this study we conducted homolog-scanning mutagenesis on the I-domain (residues 125-385) within the beta(2) subunit. We identified four noncontiguous sequences (Arg(144)-Lys(148), Gln(199)-Ala(203), Leu(225)-Leu(230), and Gly(305)-His(309)) that are critical for fibrinogen and C3bi binding to alpha(M)beta(2). Molecular modeling revealed that these four sequences reside within a narrow region on the surface of the beta(2)I-domain, in close proximity to three potential cation-binding sites. Among these sequences, Gln(199)-Ala(203), Leu(225)-Leu(230), and Gly(305)-His(309) are important for the binding of both ligands, whereas Arg(144)-Lys(148) is more critical for fibrinogen than for C3bi binding. These sequences within the beta(2)I-domain are directly involved in ligand binding, since 1) switching these segments to their corresponding beta(1) sequences destroyed ligand binding; 2) loss of function was not due to a nonspecific gross conformational change, since the defective alpha(M)beta(2) mutants reacted well with a panel of conformation-dependent mAbs; 3) mutation of these functional sequences did not effect Ca(2+) binding; and 4) synthetic peptides corresponding to sequences Gln(199)-Ala(203) and Gly(305)-His(309) blocked ligand binding to alpha(M)beta(2), and the peptides interacted directly with fibrinogen and C3bi. Given the similarity among all integrin beta subunits, our results may help us to understand the underlying mechanism of integrin-ligand interactions in general.